
The Blaine Aftermath
Up front – even though I’m an old coot, I like David Blaine. I think he’s a capable
magician and he’s good for magic – whatever that means.

Is it my kind of magic? Generally no, but there’s a lot to be learned from watching
him. The fact is, I’m not in his target demographic and my approval or disapproval
is totally irrelevant.

Do I wish he didn’t use camera tricks – of course, but the day he called to ask my
opinion I must have been out.

Do I wish the incredible proliferation of tricks that are on the cutting floor
due to lack of time would go away? Absolutely, but that’s not his fault, just the
shameless and deceitful marketing we’ve come to accept and expect.

Did I watch it? Actually, no. I went to a magic lecture at a local club. It’s on my
DVR and I’ll watch it soon, as I think it is mandatory for any magician to be aware
of what he performed. You will be asked about it.

As expected, the blogging world has felt compelled to write about the special.
From my perspective, only PeaceLove got it right. The rest was mostly inane and
predictable babble.

 

Take care……… 
 

Drivel & Drool 

Political Stuff

The new poll on Bush is out today and, surprise, over 2/3 of the people think he’s
a total maroon and the country is going to hell. I’m in agreement, which is hard to
say for an old Goldwater conservative. The problem for the Democrats is in the
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last 2 paragraphs of the NY Times article:

The political  situation has not  helped some of  the more prominent
members of the Democratic Party. Senator John Kerry of Massachusetts,
who was Mr. Bush’s opponent in 2004, had a lower approval rating than
Mr. Bush: 26 percent, down from 40 percent in a poll conducted right
after the election.

And just 28 percent said they had a favorable view of Al Gore, one of Mr.
Bush’s more vocal critics.

I doubt speaker Pelosi or President H. Clinton would do any better.

It’s real, real ugly folks.

 


